
"It's A Fact! More Than 97% Of People Will Never Attain The Success 
They Want In Life And What You MUST Do If You Want To Avoid Being 

Another Sorry Statistic!"
SHOCKING! Yale University Study Reveals How ONLY 3% Of People Ever Go On To 

Become Runaway Successes And Create Breakthrough Results In Life!

If You Are Ready To End Your Confusion About How True Lifetime Success Is Created 
And Discover The Secrets That Will Guarantee The Success You Deserve In Life, Then 

Read This Letter Now...

 
It's Saturday, June 23, 2007 
From The Desk Of Adam Khoo

Dear Frustrated Success Seeker, 
 
Can I be dreadfully honest with you?

Because I know you want to know the truth about why you find it so hard to just attain the success you want 
in life.

And you observe how others can just seem to flow through life, achieving breakthrough result after result 
and basically live the life of dreams! They have that dream job, their business is successful, they live in that 
dream house, drive the fast cars and have the perfect family!

Doesn't that make you envious?

Maybe even angry?

Well let me tell you the truth...

It's NOT Your Fault That You Haven't Achieved the Results You Want In 
Your Life Yet!

Because it's something else that's been preventing you from attaining the success you deserve.



How do I know this?

Because you work your socks off every single day in pursuit of your goals. You put your sweat, blood, and tears 
into your job, career or business to just 'make it happen'.

You jot down your goals, you plan what steps you need to take to achieve them, you clock in 16 hour days (or 
more) and you work like a mad dog just so that, one day, you will become *successful* and then you'll be 
able to enjoy the fruits of your labor!

But that scenario just doesn't seem to pan out that way at all, does it?

You work your socks off, but it's someone else that gets that promotion you want, the recognition you deserve, 
and the success that's rightfully yours.

And you know what?

That exact same scenario is playing out everyday in offices and households everywhere and you are just left 
frustrated at how life can just be so damn unfair! And it's not even unfair in your favor!

Wait! Grab This Opportunity Right Now To Download 
Your Bonus Report Valued At $47 Absolutely FREE!

Inside you'll discover... 
 

How I transformed from a lazy 
unmotivated kid into a millionaire at 
just age 26! 
 
The secret to how you can get the best 
out of yourself and to consistently 
perform at your peak 
 
The "Anti-Procrastination" strategy 
that will eliminate any procrastination 
immediately!

The secret to how to make people like, trust and listen to you and your 
ideas 
 
The secret to massively increasing your income in less than 5 
months flat! 
 
Real life case studies of people who used this secret to increase their 
income by more than 650%! 
 
and much more...

Simple fill in your name and email address below and we will rush you this life-



changing report immediately!

First Name:

Email:

(We hate spam with a vengeance! Your privacy is respected 100% and safe with us.)

And You Just Wonder Why Everything You Do Just Doesn't Seem To 
Work Out...

If all of this sounds depressing to you, let me first apologize, that's not my intention at all. 

I'm just pointing out the facts and realities of how so many lives are being played out everyday because I know if 
you've been reading up to here, you understand what I'm talking about.

I'm here today to pass you a very important message. One that can make a whole world of positive 
difference in your life. And If you would be patient enough to listen to what I have to say, I assure you it would be 
worth your time.

You may be asking this question right now, 'What do I know about the difficulties or challenges you are facing 
right now?'

Well...

I Used To Be A Wash-Out, Drop-Beat Failure!
When I was eight, I was expelled from school for misbehavior and my parents had to go round the country 
begging other primary schools to let me study in their school. I was a total misfit. 
 
I did so poorly for my primary school leaving examinations that I was rejected from ALL the secondary schools of 
my choice and I was dumped into a school called Ping Yi. 
 
I was academically very weak and was always the slowest in class. I failed in four subjects of the eight I was 
taking and soon enough I found myself placed at the bottom of my entire cohort. 
 
Not only was I poor in studies, I was also physically weak and mentally lethargic. I had poor social skills, I was 
bored, indifferent and soon I was labeled as a 'problem student'. 
 
I joined the boy scouts in an effort to learn valuable skills and widen my social circle but after only six months, I 
was thrown out of the club because I couldn't pass the most basic test needed to qualify as a scout. I didn't even 
bother to try again. 
 
To make things even worse, my cousins were gifted students and attended the best schools in the country. 
Because of that, I really began to think I was born lazy, slow, unmotivated, maybe even stupid. 
 
Like most troubled teenagers, I soon found myself addicted to the TV and video games and I allowed myself to 



sink into a catatonic stupor just to escape all the pain.

Did I want to be a failure?

No.

I wanted just as much like everyone else to be a success in life but no matter what I did or how hard I worked, 
things just screwed up and blew up in my face.

So What Does A Underachiever Like Me Have To Teach You About 
Creating Breakthrough Success?

Well... if a total abject failure like me can breakthrough the 'failure' barrier and go on to achieve 
breakthrough results in life, I guess I may have something that will interest you greatly.

So what 'breakthrough results' am I talking about?

From being an all out underachiever, I finally cracked the success code and I made my first million at just 
age 26.

I would safely assume that making a million bucks at age 26 is a solid measure of success to anyone.

I now own 4 businesses pulling $20 million in revenue annually, I'm a bestselling author of 5 books and I've 
worked with big-boy companies and institutions like Hewlett Packard, American International Assurance, 
Prudential, Singapore Ministry of Defence, Singapore Police Force, Singapore Telecoms, Lux Asia, 



Tupperware, Rolls Royce Marine and many more.

I'm one of the top speakers in Asia and I've have trained over 245,000 professionals, managers, executives, 
businessmen, educators and students in the areas of accelerated learning, Neuro-Linguistic Programming, and 
peak performance strategies.

Need More Undeniable Proof? Here You Go...



 



 

 

I'm not showing all of these to impress you at all. I'm showing you all of these to prove to you what IS 
possible in life if you know the secrets to how lifetime success is created. 

I'm showing you how someone like me, who'd never experienced any real success in life before, who'd never 
attained any breakthrough results, can go on to become a runaway success! I want to prove to you, with the 
real-life success I've attain, how far a 'failure' can go in life!  

How did I achieve all this breakthrough success?



How did someone who got kicked out of school, got labeled as a problem student and suffering from a self-
esteem issue go on to become a millionaire at just age 26!?

How did someone who was a labeled a problem student, who my teacher said wouldn't go on to become 
anything substantial in life, now own 4 businesses, work with some of the biggest companies in the world, and 
become one of the top speakers in Asia?

And I think the BIG question that's on your mind right now is...

Can You Achieve The Same Level Of Breakthrough Personal Success 
Too?

And the answer is NO!

Not until you discover the secrets to achieving breakthrough success in life, you will forever wallow in the 
depressing deeps of mediocrity.

Why?

Because you and countless other good, honest people are working your socks off to provide the best of your 
family but somehow no matter how hard you work, that elusive pot of gold is always at the end of the next 
rainbow.

You can never seem to reach it!

Attaining Success Is NOT About Working Hard!
Now let me clarify this: I'm not knocking hard work at all. What I'm saying is that hard work alone is not going to 
cut it.

And you know this already.

How many people do you see working so darn hard everyday but they just can never seem to get to 
where they want in life? And I'll be bold enough to say that you are one of them.

And there's nothing wrong with that. It's just that you haven't found the right success formula to achieve the 
results you want in life.

You see, even if you work your socks every day in pursuit of your goal, you'll never see the sunset if you keep 
on running east! 
 
You can work as hard as you want but if you don't know the secrets to attaining breakthrough success in life, 
then I'm sorry, but you'll definitely be working hard all your life.

Why So Few People Ever Attain The Success They Deserve In Life!
Here's a true case study for you:



In 1953, Yale University conducted a survey of its graduating seniors asking how many of them actually had 
specific goals written down for their future.

The answer?

Just 3%.

Twenty years later, researchers polled the same group and discovered that the 3% who had written down their 
goals had accumulated 3 times more wealth than the rest of the 97% combined!

This also means that one successful person had accumulated 97 times more wealth than the average guy! 

Picture this: If the average person accumulates $250,000 of wealth in a lifetime (which is very 
achievable), then the successful person would have accumulated $24,500,000 in comparison!

Does that blow your mind!?

And you know what?

I bet that 97% worked just as hard as the top 3%.

So why is it that just 3% managed to accumulate three times more wealth than 97% combined!?

Because the top 3% knew the secrets to attaining personal success and they used it to their advantage. And it's 
not just about writing your goals down on a piece of paper, because if that alone was the key to success, we'll be 
seeing more successful people.

There's much more to creating personal lifetime success than that. It's about knowing the right way to run if 
you want to see the sunset.

I know you are looking for the one thing that will answer all you questions about how you can attain lifetime 
success.

You are looking for the one thing that will end you confusion right now! So that you no longer have to keep on 
jumping through all hoops, which you leave you even more confused and further from where you actually want to 
reach in life. 

Bark Up The Wrong Tree And I Guarantee You Will Not Be Getting What 
You Are Looking For!

I should know because I once worked hard to achieve my goals, but I never got there.

You see, you need to know the secrets of attaining personal success before you will ever be able to 
achieve the success you want!

It was only when I learnt the these success secrets, only then did I achieve my breakthrough results.

And it's because if a wash-out failure like me can achieve the results I managed to create, I believe that 
ANYONE who knows the same secrets of success can mentally orientate himself or herself to achieve success 
in any area.



And that's why I created this webpage.

I want you to learn how to equip yourself with the mindset, skills and behavioral patterns to mentally 
orientate yourself to achieve success in any area.

I want you to arm yourself with the Patterns Of Excellence which took me 15 years to master so that you can be 
ahead of the curve to master your mind and design your destiny – whatever the external circumstances.

Unlock The Secrets To Your Success And Smash Through Everything 
That's Been Holding You Back!

Imagine yourself living your dreams everyday. 

Not having to be a slave to money. Working when you want to and not because you have to.

Being a success at what you do. See yourself performing at your peak, pushing your potential and becoming the 
very person you always envisioned yourself to be.

Imagine hitting your goals and achieving breakthrough results that will make people look up to you as 
an inspiration to them.

Speaking in public with power and influence, earning that six-figure income and being financially free, building 
that business, getting that promotion, buying that luxury car, living in that dream house, or whatever goal that 
you have longed to achieve but thought it was so impossible.

Imagine being able to do the things you love to do the most in life.

What would it be?

How about spending time with your loved ones and family, going for exotic holidays four times a year, providing 
the best for your family knowing you have achieved lifetime success and financial security or freedom.

If that is the life that you have always dreamed of, then this is the last piece of the puzzle you will ever need 
to unlock the your quest to designing a better life in every aspect.

Warning: If you are not serious about achieving lifetime personal success, then by all means waste your money 
on all the latest, sexiest, quick-fix, magic pill “solutions” out there on the market. And come back only when you 
are ready to learn the truth behind how you can achieve breakthrough results right now.

If you are ready and prepared to make true progress in your life, then I welcome you to read what's coming next 
with great focus:

Announcing The  
"Master Your Mind, Design Your Destiny" 

Personal Success System!



Here's what you'll gain from this 12 Step Personal Success System:

01 The Patterns Of Excellence
Discover the one hidden resource 
that is ALL you need to succeed in 
life. (You already have it. You  just 
don't know it!) 
 
Know the truth behind the 
resources you *think* you need 
to produce results. 
 
Discover why your lack of money 
and time is not the real reason for 
your lack of results. 
 
Discover a thinking model which 
explains the way humans 
performs and how you can use 
this to 'program' yourself for 
instant success.



Discover the key to your thoughts & behavioral patterns and why you continue to 
sabotage your own success even though you say you want to be successful. 
 
Learn why so few people produce exceptional results and why this is 
actually to your advantage! 
 
Unveil the secret to replicate a winner's mental blueprint and how you can model 
someone's path to success. 
 
Learn the most fundamental principle to switch 'on' and 'off' your brain's 
limitless potential and use it to bring you where you want to go. 
 
Learn what your beliefs have to do with your ability to succeed in life. If you screw 
this up, success will forever be an uphill climb that never ends.  
 
Learn why you cannot succeed although you have the same mental 
resources needed. And what you need to change to ensure success comes 
your way in life. 
 
How to attract all the necessary physical resources you need to achieve your goal 
with NOTHING. 
 
How to use the 1000 billion neurons you have in your brain to good use in 
terms of intelligence, thought and behavioral patterns and what this means 
to your success.

02 The Ultimate Success Formula
Discover the Ultimate Success 
Formula and how this holds the key 
to you achieving any result you 
want in life! 
 
Learn the three ways people deal 
with failure so you know which 
way to go if you want to be 
successful. 
 
The key you need to gain the ability 
to constantly change your strategy 
and do whatever it takes to get the 
results you want. 
 
How to be very specific about the 
goals you set and why if you 
don't do this, you can say adios 
to your future success.



What Tiger Woods, Steven Spielberg, and Bill Clinton have in common that will 
teach you why success never happens by accident. 
 
Every goal you set is possible and darn right achievable. It is only a 
question of the _______ used. 
 
The one thing that separates the dreamers that get nowhere in life from doers 
that achieve success in life. 
 
Why someone less talented and intelligent can be more successful than 
you and the lesson you can learn here to propel you to success. 
 
How to overcome any failure and setback you encounter and even use it to move 
you faster towards your goals. 
 
The one quality you must have if you want to be in total control on your 
environment and how you can use this to your advantage.

03 How To Achieve Anything You Want
Learn why you will always find 
excuses to stay within your comfort 
zone and put things off and what 
you have to do break this limiting 
pattern. 
 
The reason why many people 
desire to be  
successful but so few ever 
become  
successful. 
 
When you give yourself no ______ 
___ to succeed, you will always find 
a way to achieve your goal. 
Guaranteed. 
 
How to raise your level of 
acceptance to inspire yourself so 
that you will never accept less 
than being a runaway success in 
life.



How being dissatisfied and unhappy with yourself can help reach new standards 
of performance. 
 
How putting yourself on the line will literally 'force' you to achieve the goals 
you set. 
 
Learn what affects your frame of mind and your emotional states and how you 
can use it to become a success. 
 
How the very language you use will decide how much success you attain in 
life and how to use the 'right' language all the time. 
 
Why the people you hang around with will decide how much income and wealth 
you create and why you must mix with winners if you want to shortcut your path to 
the top. 
 
How to know if you stuck in 'no man's land' and what you can do to 
breakthrough this barrier.

04 The Key to Absolute Power
Discover how to give yourself 
power to change your 
circumstances, no matter how dire 
it may seem to you. 
 
Understand how power can be 
taken away from your hands and 
what you can do to take it back! 
 
Learn why people like you allow 
yourself to be deprived of that 
power and avoid falling into that 
same trap again and again. 
 
Know what must you do to take 
charge of your power 
immediately so that you can use 
it immediately to take charge of 
your life.



Learn how to get the response you want in any business or personal situation, 
anytime you want it, regardless of how difficult you think it is. 
 
Why taking absolute responsibility gives you absolute power to shape your 
life any way you want it. 
 
The 2 mistakes you can make that will strip you of your power forever and how to 
avoid making these mistakes now. 
 
The reason why so many people in this world choose to be 'victims' and 
how that traps them to a life of regret and unrealized potential. 
 
How to become a master communicator to lead and influence people to your (and 
their) success. 
 
The 3 components of effective communication and how you can use them 
to communicate and lead effectively. 
 
The reason why you can say the right words when communicating but still have a 
situation blow right up in your face with ugly results. (We'll teach you how to avoid 
that!)

05 The Incredible Power of Beliefs
Unravel the one thing that 
empowers ordinary people into 
achieving extraordinary things. 
 
Discover what determines your 
expectations of yourself and how 
much you get out of yourself to 
attain the success you want in 
life. 
 
Learn how our beliefs affect our 
biochemistry  
and our well-being all the time and 
how you can use this to empower 
you instantly. 
 
Learn how to leverage the 
phenomenon of your brain to 
achieve whatever you want.



Your Beliefs lead to your Expectations which lead to your ______ which lead to 
your _________ which ultimately lead to your results. 
 
How to use the power of visualization to achieve your goals even quicker 
and easier. (Olympic athletes use this!)  
 
The reason why what you believe will ultimately decide how you and your life will 
end up. Without fail. 
 
How to discover empowering beliefs that you can use right now to propel 
you upwards towards your goals. 
 
How your beliefs are created and how they affect your performance in everyday 
life. 
 
How your beliefs right now can be disempowering you and sabotaging you 
from ever achieving lasting success in life. 
 
How you can collapse lousy beliefs about yourself and stop them from holding 
you back anymore! 
 
The 5 step process to how to create new and empowering beliefs about 
yourself that will support you in your pursuit of lifetime success.

06 The Secret To Peak Performance
The one thing that is the driving 
force that produces the results you 
experience in life. 
 
What are your emotional states 
and how they actually affect how 
you behave every single second. 
 
The top 10 states of a successful 
person and the top 10 states of an 
unsuccessful person. (You'll soon 
realize why successful people are 
successful...) 
 
How to find out if you are in 
control of your states or if your 
states are in control of you!



The 2 things that affect your state at any one time and how they decide how you 
choose to 'see' things in life. (Unsuccessful people screw this bit up.) 
 
Understand what creates procrastination or any lousy state you have and 
how you can simply break out of these negative states immediately! 
 
How you can create a state of confidence (or any other empowering state) 
immediately and use it to drive yourself towards hitting your lifetime goals. 
 
How international athletes use this very same technique to always compete 
in a peak state and perform at the top of their game. 
 
How you can consciously model a successful person's excellence and achieve 
the same breakthrough results for yourself. 
 
How most people actually model patterns of mediocrity and then wonder 
why they never got anywhere in life (Don't do this!)

07 Directing Your Brain for Optimum Results
The reason why what you focus on 
will affect your emotional states and 
ultimately your results in life. 
 
How to direct your focus right 
now towards things that will 
bring you the success that you 
deserve in life. 
 
What you must definitely avoid 
focusing on if you truly want to 
become successful. 
 
How Richard Branson started a 
multi-billion dollar airline by 
simply knowing what to focus on 
when his flight got cancelled. 
(Told you focus is important...)

What you must focus on when you encounter something difficult that stands in 
your way, when you don't achieve your outcome or when you are faced with a 
challenging task, so that you come out on top! 
 
What are submodalities and how they are the keyboard to your brain and 
how you can use submodalities to snap you into a peak state immediately. 
 
The 28 (and more) ways of how you can affect your submodalities to increase the 
intensity of any empowering emotional state you want to harness now. 
 



How you can also use submodalities to de-intensify your negative past 
experiences which ultimately help you to breakthrough them instantly. 
 
The 5 step system to discover your submodality 'drivers' and how they are the 
most powerful ways to kick-start you into taking action to achieve results now. 
 
How to use one specific and powerful technique to change limiting habits 
and install winning ones for optimum results.

08 Anchoring: The Keyboard to Your Emotions
What are anchors and how they 
neurologically link you to the 
positive and negative states you 
have in life. 
 
Discover the 3 different types of 
anchors you must identify with 
and how affect your life. 
 
How giant multi-nationals use the 
power of anchoring to market their 
products and millions of people 
everywhere 'fall' for for this.(That's 
how powerful anchors are...) 
 
Learn how you can create 
powerful anchors for yourself 
and use them to fast track your 
way to personal success.

The 4 simple steps you can take right now to create powerful anchors for 
confidence, motivation or any empowering state you wish to use. 
 
The 4 crucial keys you must take note of that will decide how effective your 
anchors really are. (Screw this up and your anchors won't work!) 
 
How you can also create powerful positive anchors to help empower other people 
around you as well. (They will love you for this...)  
 
Discover the 7 step process to collapse any negative anchors you have and 
replace them with empowering ones that will serve you towards your 
pursuit of lifetime success. 
 
The reason why any phobias you have can take years to cure using traditional 
psychotherapy and how you can actually get rid of your lifelong phobias within 30 
minutes! 
 
The 6 steps you can take right now to get rid of any phobias that have been 
holding you back and preventing you from attaining the success you 
deserve.



09 The Transformation of Meaning
How you can take any unfortunate 
event in life that happened that you 
and turn it into one of the most 
empowering catalysts for your 
success. 
 
Event + ________ = Outcome. 
The secret formula to how you 
can take any event and use it to 
propel you forward in life! 
 
The 2 ways you can turn any 
negative event into a positive one 
that empowers yourself to reach 
your goals. 
 
How you can use this same 
technique to turn any problem 
into a great personal opportunity.

How you can 'reframe' other people's bad experiences and align their frame of 
mind to yours! (Powerful communicators use this to all the time...) 
 
How you can use reframing in all your business deals and sales 
presentations and overcome any objection that's thrown at you. 
 
How multi-nationals also use the power of reframing to in their multi-million dollar 
advertising budgets to influence and lead the consumers. (Told you this was 
powerful...) 
 
The Law of Polarity and how this law could hold the key to your lifetime 
achievement and success. 
 
The reason why two people can have the exact same experiences and have 
totally different results. Understand this and you're on your way to the top! 
 
The reason why successful people never seem to falter in the face of 
adversity and come back stronger than ever, even after countless failures. 



10 Values: Your Driving Force
What are your values and how they 
drive your decisions and the 
choices you make consistently in 
life. 
 
The 2 different types of values 
you have and how they have 
brought you to where you are in 
life right now. 
 
Why you can set all the goals you 
want in life but still never reach 
them if your values are all screwed 
up! 
 
The 3 steps to discovering your 
own values and finally realizing 
why you have behaved the way 
you have in the past.

The one crucial exercise you must do if you want to find out which values in life 
are most important to you. (This will affect how much success you attain in life...) 
 
Why two people can have the exact same values but still behave differently 
and have very different results in life. 
 
How and why you must specifically define your values if you truly want to discover 
what is the driving force that will drive you towards achieving your goals. 
 
How your values can sabotage you and prevent you from ever attaining the 
success you deserve in life. (You must get your values right!) 
 
How negative values can actually propel you and push you towards what you 
want to achieve in life. 
 
The 4 step system you can use right now to 'lock-in' your empowering 
values so that they serve you positively for life!



11 Design Your Destiny
The trouble with most people and 
why when they don't really know 
what they want, they will never see 
any breakthrough results in life. 
 
Every goal that you wish to 
achieve in life is possible, it's 
only a question of ________. Use 
the right ________ and you will 
achieve your goals. Guaranteed. 
 
What will happen to you if you don't 
have a plan for your path in life. 
(And it's not very nice...) 
 
The single biggest reason why I 
was able to make my million at 
age 26 when my peers who just 
as intelligent as me were only 
making $2,000 a month.

Learn what prevents most people from designing their destiny so that you can 
avoid them like a plague! 
 
The biggest thing ,that is the hardest to break, that will stand in your way on 
your route to personal success and what you can do to breakthrough. 
 
Why you must start setting your goals now or you will seriously end up nowhere 
in life. (You know you don't want this...) 
 
The reason why most people end up feeling frustrated, disillusioned and 
unfulfilled in life and how you can avoid this fate! 
 
The 5 things that are preventing you from designing your life exactly the way you 
want it and how you can breakthrough these barriers. 
 
How you can come back even stronger even after major blows in life. 
 
The 3 major keys to designing powerful goals that will empower you to achieve 
massive success. 
 
Why setting 's-t-r-e-t-c-h' goals and unrealistic targets will bring you 
exceptional results!



12 How to Replicate Someone's Success Blueprint
How you can replicate any person's 
success strategy and create the 
exact same results as well. 
 
What is the Success Blueprint 
and how you can model this to 
achieve breakthrough results in 
life. 
 
The 5 areas which you must model 
from a successful person and how 
each area plays a crucial role to 
your personal success. 
 
What are your mental strategies 
and they decide how effective 
you are in achieving results in 
life.

The 7 components that make up a mental strategy and how you can craft each 
component to your success advantage. 
 
Why you must be aware of your own mental strategies, so that you can 
change them, get rid of ineffective ones and move forward faster towards 
success. 
 
How discovering your own mental strategies will enable you to replicate your own 
excellent states and past peak performances at will. 
 
How you can ask the right questions to discover a person's success 
strategy and utilize it for your own to achieve similar breakthrough results! 
 
How to discover an ineffective strategy that's holding you back and how you can 
redesign it into a brand new strategy that empowers you instead! 
 
How to 'install' a success strategy into your brain so that you can fire off 
your most powerful peak states at anytime you wish and propel you 
towards massive success.

Click Here For Instant Access To All Of The Above!

Master Your Mind, Design Your Destiny is the complete 12 Step System you need right now to empower 
yourself on the road to personal and breakthrough success right now! It is everything that I have learnt in the last 
15 years as I made my way from a being a wash-out failure to becoming a millionaire at 26.

All of this knowledge, skills and strategies have been distilled for you and put down in a EXACT, step-by-step 
system for you to follow and create the results you deserve and want in life. I know this stuff works because I 
used it myself myself FIRST before I put it down in this book! 



This complete personal success program has over 347+ pages of honest, straightforward, true-life personal 
success advice that you cannot find anywhere else! This is a MASSIVE amount of information you can use right 
now to bring you to a whole new level of success.

I designed Master Your Mind in such a way that it is the easiest way for any beginner to start off on the right foot 
towards personal development and success . The book is written with you in mind. It is an instruction book, 
workbook, custom-made blueprint designed for you to attain the success you deserve in life!

It's like a lifetime coach ready and available for you to seek advice from. This is one book that has no expiry 
date. Like all best classics, the principles and strategies that you will learn in this book are timeless.

As a matter of fact, “Master Your Mind, Design Your Destiny” has been on the bestseller list for 3 years 
running!

Here's What Everday People Just Like You Have To Say About "Master 
Your Mind, Design Your Destiny"!

"I Achieved My Goal To Own A Successful Business And 
Become A Millionaire!"

This program enabled me to crystallize what I really wanted 
for my future and to find out what the criteria were for designing 
my own business. 

It was indeed a process of self discovery for me!



Dr Clemen Chiang 
Chief Options Strategist of Freely Pte Ltd 
PhD, MBA, BEng, FCIM, FCMI, FAAFM, MFP

Dr Clemen Chiang is the region's leading Options Trader Mentor, having personally 
trained more than 6,000 individuals in the art of options trading.

"Made $250,000 6 Months After Program!"

I started two businesses in the area of training and IT, achieving a 
quarter of a million dollars with in 6 months of this fantastic 
program.

I now run a successful online business as well, giving me the time 
and freedom that I never had before. 

Master Your Mind, Design Destiny is THE program to teach you the secrets of 
success!

Andrew Wee 
Business Owner, Internet Marketer 
www.WhoIsAndrewWee.com

"Wouldn't Be Surprised If I Made A Million Dollars After 
Going Through This Book!"

The book is written as though Adam and Stuart are presenting an 
actual weekend seminar, so the words have power and the 
communication style is intimate and seems to resonate with the soul! 
For a non-fiction book this is one heck of a page turner!

From the opening page I made the decision to give this book all I 
have got. I have wanted to learn NLP from a perspective that is 
new to me and from world renowned trainers.



I know from friends in Singapore and previous contact with Adam that he communicates 
truth with integrity, not a bunch of filler or garbage.  
 
When I got to the actual price, whilst contemplating parting with $47, I was absolutely 
shocked to find out the bargain on offer, so much I was so excited about the opportunity I 
got butterflies & that is no joke. I am serious about development and leading an 
exceptional life. 

I have bought a course from Adam before and I know he really delivers because my bank 
balance has swelled since applying just a few nuggets of wisdom and there isn't 
much better proof than that when it comes to judging a self-improvement course! 
 
After going through this book, I immediately discovered how I could have control over 
my emotional states. For example, this weekend I foolishly got a parking ticket for taking 
a business lunch on a Sunday and not checking if there were still charges for parking on a 
Sunday. 

Before this book, that would drive me crackers and there would be anger directed outward 
at the world, society, myself, my family and detriment to all my life as I would try to 
medicate the feelings with food, more anger, denial and what have you.

However, within two hours I was "sending out love" to the warden and feeling so 
immensely grateful for the lesson learned as well as I found out how to get 50% off the 
fine. It was a blessing in disguise! 

Secondly, my performance in trading will improve 5000% this year. I would not be 
surprised if I make a million dollars in the next year. Thirdly, I have come away with a 
deeper honesty and understanding in my personal relationships (including and especially 
marriage). 
 
I would recommend this book to anyone who knows they have what it takes deep down 
but if you honestly look at your results you know you are not fulfilling that potential to 
reach towards the destiny you really and truly desire and deserve. 

Expect transformation as you pick up skills that are proven by the results people have had 
with them, and guess what, with this technology, you are no different and CAN achieve 
your goals. Grab this book, read it diligently and apply it with faith and determination 
and you will find this out first hand.

Sam Beatson 
THE Master Forex Trainer 
Sheffield, United Kingdom 
www.FastTrackForex.com



"Tripled My Sales And Income In Less Than 2 Months!"

As a Financial Planner, I had always been able to achieve the Million 
Dollar Round Table status, qualifying me among the top 1% of 
insurance advisors around the world. 

However, through the principles in this program, I learnt to set a 
quantum target of tripling my sales and income and qualifying for 
the prestigious Court of the Table. I achieved this just within 2 
months.

Lorraine Koh 
Financial Planner

"Achieved Top Ratings In My Career!"

I phenomenally improved my effectiveness as a university 
lecturer after learning the success techniques and strategies in 
Master Your Mind, Design Your Destiny.

I applied what I learnt to my job and I went on to achieve top ratings 
as voted among my students after this program.

I am now more successful in my career and the success principles I learnt in this 
book can be applied anywhere!

Dr Radhi Raja 
Lecturer 
Singapore Institute Of Management (Open University)

"Started Two New Businesses In Education And 
Entrepreneurship!"

After the program, I started two new successful businesses in 
education and entrepreneurship.

Master Your Mind, Design Your Destiny has taught me the formula to 
personal success and has given me the courage and confidence to 
breakthrough my setbacks and fears.



Anne Chin 
CEO 
Anne Chin English Dynamics Pte Ltd

"I Started A Profitable Childcare Business!"

I couldn't believe it! 

One moment I was crying at the sight of the snake, the next moment 
I was holding it! I broke through a phobia that I thought I would have 
for the rest of my life.

This experience convinced me that I could break through my limiting 
beliefs and I did.

I managed to successfully transform my 10 years of experience in childcare into a 
profitable business. I couldn't have done it without learning the success principles in 
Master Your Mind, Design Your Destiny.

Kalai Selvi 
Founder & Principal Educator 
Minds@Work

"Achieved Top Sales Position Within 3 Months!"

Being an accountancy graduate, I made a huge career switch by 
going into property sales. Initially, I was worried that I would not be 
able to excel. 

However, after the Patterns of Excellence training, I set a huge 
goal of becoming the top in my division and to be promoted to 
a team manager!

With the NLP techniques that I applied consistently, I made it within a year!

Tok Li Nah 
Land Banking Consultant 
Walton International Group (S) Pte Ltd



"Scored A's In My Final Year Exams And Went To Start 
Two Businesses After Graduation!"

I lost much interest in studying and my friend encouraged me to read 
this book in the midst of my exams.

By the first day of reading this book, I was overwhelmed by the 
personal success and communication technologies available to me to 
achieve the results I wanted.

I went on to score A's in my exams and after graduation, instead of following the 
traditional route of finding a job, I decided to take charge of my destiny and started 
two successful and profitable businesses.

Charles Tng 
Business Owner 
SpeedB Enterprise

"This Has Been The Most Powerful Information I Have 
EVER Read!"

Master Your Mind, Design Your Destiny was the best investment I ever made. It gave 
me the strategies to triple my productivity, and that means ALOT to me. Working 
on an online business and pursuing a University degree is now POSSIBLE! 

I would have never been able to achieve this if I hadn't learnt all the strategies and 
principles this program taught me. 

This is a no holds barred approach to seriously helping people understand the process 
of goal-setting, getting things done (GTD), Ultimate Success Formula and taking charge 
of my emotions. 

Finally, I have found the "missing link" to proceed toward my goals! This has been 
the most powerful book I have EVER read, and is definitely a must-have book in your 
library of personal development books! 

This book is to the point, no fluff, just the good parts. Great job!

Joel Chue 
Internet Marketer 
www.MastermindIncomeGenerator.com



"Recovered From A Stroke That Left Me In A Coma And 
Wiped Out My Memory"

I used the power of the techniques and strategies from Master Your 
Mind, Design Your Destiny to phenomenally recover from a stroke 
that left me in a coma for 20 days and wiped out my memory.

My family and I would have never thought I would go back to living a 
normal life as before.

But because of what I learnt in this book, I overcame all my negative thoughts and knew 
that I had what it took to overcome this major setback. My recovery was complete 
success!

Woo Chiat Min  
Pharmacist & Nuitritionist

"Eternally Grateful To Adam And His Course!"

Master Your Mind, Design Your Destiny has changed my life 
completely. It is one of the most comprehensive, easy to 
follow step-by-step courses I have ever done. 

Previously to reading and following Adams' course, I had read 
what seemed like every book, listened to all sorts of positive 
thinking tapes, I'd even watched the movie "The Secret" so I 
knew how powerful the mind is, and how it works. So why and 
what was I doing wrong? Why wasn't I wealthy yet? 

If I supposedly had the answers, and knew the hows, what was I missing? I believed I 
had the Mindset, at least some knowledge , I knew the laws of attraction, Yet , Why 
wasn't that enough? Why was I still getting nowhere? And it certainly was not the lack of 
trying or hard work. Believe me I had tried everything, with little or no success before this. 
 
After finishing Adams' Course, I finally had the answers I needed and the exact 
reasons why I had been failing miserably, and had been so unfocused, even after 
knowing what I had already learnt. All My Aha! moments were right there, in plain 
English, on the pages in this course. 
 
I couldn't believe it...... It honestly brought me to tears, realising what I had been doing 
wrong, and best of all how I could change everything for the better. You know the 
saying, "When the student is ready the teacher appears" before this course, I thought I 
had been ready for years, and even had a few great teachers, but for reasons unknown 
to me at the time, Nothing had really sunk in, Until I fully understood the whys from 
Master Your Mind, Design Your Destiny. 
 
My whole life is changing for the better daily since, I am certainly more focused, I am 
only finding great opportunities that I am having success with, and all the 



resources that I need to move forward each day. And I believe it came about from 
acknowledging what I learnt from Adam and for that I am Eternally grateful. 
 
Don't get me wrong, I still have good days and bad days, like everyone else, It is how 
you learn and your perception of these that will ultimately put you in the winning circle! 
And this course will teach you exactly that and so much more! Don't just wish for 
success, Get this course, Follow it, Do it, and you too can have it!

Sincerely

Dianne Kneller 
Auckland, New Zealand  
www.MakeMoneyWithThis.com 

"Earning Over A Six-Figure Income!"

The life changing success strategies have allowed me to take 
immediate control of my life to bounce back from a huge 
business failure I had suffered. 

Within 12 months, I established a new business in children’s 
education that has become extremely successful.

My classes are constantly fully booked and business has grown a massive rate, 
allowing me to earn over a six-figure income!

Norman Tien 
Managing Director 
Norman Tien Math Learning Group Pte Ltd

So How Much Is Your Investment Is This Personal Success Program?
Conservatively speaking, this book is worth at least $97. There are many other books out there which cost more 
and deliver much less in comparison.

However, because I believe in personal development and what this book can do for you, I've decided to reduce 
the price further, so that everyone, and I do mean everyone can afford it and start to make changes to their lives. 
 
Are you ready for this? 
 
'Master Your Mind, Design Your Destiny' Is yours for just $97, $47! 
 
That's right. If you make the purchase now, I can get the book downloaded to your computer with just a single 
click of a button. Because there's no shipping, handling or any physical material involved, I can pass on these 
savings to you and that's why I'm prepared to offer this great deal to you. 
 
Download Your Copy Now For Just $47!



Your Investment Is Secured With My 100% Iron-Clad Money Back 
Guarantee

I'm so confident and certain that your life shall benefit as a result of studying this book 
and applying its principles that if at anytime during the next 8 weeks, if you're not on 
the way towards fulfilling your dreams and living the life you want, I shall return to you 
every penny of your investment. No questions asked.

In fact, I still want you to keep the program even if you decide to refund because 
I trust in my product so much that after you read and go through what this can do for 
your life, you will know that this is a precious manuscript for you to achieve 
breakthrough results in life!

Before I end this letter, there is something I want to share with you that is going to hit you right in the heart. 

I recently met an old friend of mine who I hadn't seen in for more than 17 years. We had attended the same 
school and also as we found out also attended the same university, the National University of Singapore. I 
remember both of us had ambitious dreams for our future.

As we caught up on old times, we found out that we were both married and had children, but there was one 
crucial difference - he was struggling to support his wife and two kids. I felt sorry about the situation he was in.

But what made the difference?

Knowledge. And how that knowledge was applied.

Right now, you have the keys to all the knowledge you need right now to take charge of your life and 
design it to be exactly the way you want it to be.

The only question is, 'What are you going to do with this knowledge?'

Will you let it slip through your grasp once again and then expect your life to change for the better by continuing 
to do the same actions that didn't work before?

OR

Will you take charge of this power you have right now and create the breakthrough results and lifetime success 
you want and deserve?

The choice is yours.



You Get Instant Exclusive Access To "Master Your Mind, Design Your 
Destiny" For Just $97 $47!

Wait! For A Very Limited Time Only... Because I Really Want YOU To 
Own This Life-Changing Information, You Can Get Your Hands On 

"Master Your Mind, Design Your Destiny" For Just An Insane 
Investment Of $9.97!!

Yes Adam! I'm ready to Master My Mind 
and Design My Destiny starting from this very 
moment now!

I understand that I will harnessing the most powerful secrets 
and strategies to attain the success I want in life and to 
achieve breakthrough results.

I know that from right this moment on, I will be able to set 
goals and hit them again and again because I will be 
equipped with the best personal success system by my 
side.

I also know that all this lifetime success information I'm going to receive is instantly 
actionable and that I will possess the fastest path towards achieving personal 
success and accomplishment.

I also understand that I have an 8 week money-back guarantee and even if I 
choose to refund at anytime whatsoever, I still get to keep the product. With this sort of 
guarantee, I know that this is a sure-win no-brainer deal for me!

I also know that I will be able to download my Master Your Mind, Design Your 
Destiny Personal Success System instantly straight into my computer at home.

I understand I have instant access to all the success secrets I need immediately. 
On that basis, here's my $97 $47 $9.97 and I can make my purchase and download my 
copy right now even if it's 3am in the morning!



 
 

(This Is A Limited Time Offer And I Reserve The Right To End It Anytime.)

To Your Success, 
 

 
 
Adam Khoo

PS. Having read till here, you already know this is a solid program that will equip you with everything you need to 
start creating the results you want in life. Furthermore, you have an iron-clad 8-week money-back guarantee. 
And even if you do decide to refund, I still want you to keep this program! With a deal like this, you're not taking 
any risk at all. I am! Place your order here. 
 
PPS. If you think that even at $97 $47 $9.97 that this is still too expensive for a program that will change your 
life, transform the results you have and create the breakthrough success you deserve, then I'm sorry. There is 
no book, program or seminar out there that can help you. But if you're ready to let these success secrets 
transform your life then please do yourself a favor and download your copy of 'Master Your Mind, Design 
Your Destiny' while it's still available at this special price.

Grab Your Copy For Just $97 $47 $9.97!!

Wait! If You Haven't Download Your Bonus Report 
Valued At $47, Do So Now While It's Still Absolutely 

FREE!



Inside you'll discover... 
 

How I transformed from a lazy 
unmotivated kid into a millionaire at 
just age 26! 
 
The secret to how you can get the best 
out of yourself and to consistently 
perform at your peak 
 
The "Anti-Procrastination" strategy 
that will eliminate any procrastination 
immediately!

The secret to how to make people like, trust and listen to you and your 
ideas 
 
The secret to massively increasing your income in less than 5 
months flat! 
 
Real life case studies of people who used this secret to increase their 
income by more than 650%! 
 
and much more...

Simple fill in your name and email address below and we will rush you this life-
changing report immediately!

First Name:

Email:

(We hate spam with a vengeance! Your privacy is respected 100% and safe with us.)

Order Now | Contact Us | Disclaimer | Terms Of Use | Privacy Policy

Copyright © 2007 Adam Khoo Learning Technologies Group. All Rights Reserved.
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